
Lofi 
 

The simple and in-depth effective tapping massage system developed by  
Klaus-Dieter Nassall, Hp. (German Naturopathic doctor) 

 
 
How does Lofi work? 
In 1969, at the oldest Ayurvedic School in India, I learned about an archaic 
massage tool. It consisted of a bamboo rod with one end being wrapped around a 
piece of cloth. Inspired by this idea I developed a device that is just as simple and 
effective.  
 
By applying the Lofi tap massage blood vessels (at the points being tapped) are 
getting widened. This causes better blood circulation, oxygen supply and 
nourishment to the tissues. At the same time metabolic toxins that are pain 
causing, are being removed. The Lofi tap massage also causes vibrations, which 
occur in the form of fine micro-vibrations that penetrate the whole body. This leads 
to better circulation of the internal organs, which are stimulated and strengthened. 
Furthermore, deposits in joints are mobilized for better elimination.  
 
The gentle, springy Lofi tap massage relaxes and also loosens up metabolic wastes 
and removes other intermediary substances such as carbonic-, uric-, lactic- and 
phosphoric acid as well as creatine and other substances that are trapped in the 
interstitial tissues (tissues surrounding the cells). At the same time the Lofi tap 
massage promotes the flushing of the lymphatics.  
 
How does one tap? 
Remember that Lofi is not a hammer, but a massage instrument. So don't hit with 
it or use it in some kind of hammering way but rather move the rod by swinging it 
gently before the ball touches the skin. No ‘hitting force’ should be transferred to 
the body directly. The ball should only tap the skin and not bounce off of it like a 
thrown ball.  
 
For best results hold the Lofi Massage tool by its handle (the length of the rod has 
proven to be best at a length of 25cm). A shorter or longer shaft would be 
more appropriate for face or stomach massage. This adjustment can easily 
be made by holding the rod closer or further away from the ball on the 
handle itself. 
 
Furthermore anyone can use Lofi effectively the way he/she feels is called 
for. 
 
The ‘correct’ dosage 
Everyone needs to find the right amount for him or herself. One can tap with the 
ball from very gently to quite hard, whereby the areas of neck and head should only 
be tapped extremely lightly, otherwise headaches can be caused easily. 
 
The duration of the treatment depends on the needs of the person. One should only 



treat as long as it feels good. You will quickly find out what your needs are. 
 
A systematic Lofi full-body treatment 
You can either do the treatment yourself or another receptive person can do it for 
you. 
 
The treatment should ideally be carried out in a flowing way. One can massage for 
longer periods of time at places where one especially enjoys the tapping. It should 
furthermore be done in a spring-like and rhythmic fashion. 
 
One may receive a pleasant surprise in treatment when one manages to experience 
each tap with total self-awareness. Avoid getting carried away by your thinking.  
 
One begins with a thorough tap massage of one of the soles of the feet, followed by 
the toes tapped from above.  Continue with the top of the foot, along the shinbone, 
past the knee and up the thigh to the groin area. 
 
Then, continue from the heels via the Achilles tendon, up to the calve, along the 
back of the knee, up along the back of the thigh and up to the buttock. 
 
After we have treated the front and back of the leg we continue with the side of the 
leg. We begin with the outside underneath the anklebone and move up to the hip 
joint. Begin on the inside of the leg in the same way, underneath the anklebone and 
go up to the top of the thigh. Men need to lift their testicles out of the way to 
protect them.  Women only tap on the perineum. The second leg is treated in the 
same way.  
 
After the completion of the legs one begins in the genital area, moves over the 
pubic bone and up to navel continuing from the bottom to the top of the 
breastbone. 
 
One continues by standing with the legs slightly apart for greater stability so that 
one is able to bend forward and hang loosely.  
 
Now, we start with the ‘Vitality Awakening’ at the base of the spine (coccyx) and 
continue up both sides of the spine, as far as we are able to keep our arms relaxed. 
Then, we stand up and continue with the treatment of the upper spine, shoulder 
and neck areas treated from above. This area as well as the lumbar region are 
particularly in need of treatment.  Let Lofi dance around on your shoulders and 
back in a relaxed and easy way. 
 
Now we proceed with the front of the body and begin at the left groin while tapping 
in a straight line towards the nipple (women omit the breast) to the middle of the 
shoulder, over it and down and as far back as the arm can reach. The same 
gets repeated on the right side. 
 
Now go to the left arm with the hand stretched out in a relaxed way with the palm 
facing down. In this position one begins with the fingernails. Each finger must be 



well tapped especially the thumb. Continue over the back of the hand up the arm to 
the shoulder. Next, the fingertips are treated. Move along the fingers, palm, up the 
arm and to the armpit. The same procedure is continued on the right arm.  
 
Lofi can remove energy blockages. 
Similarly to treatments in Acupuncture and Acupressure energy blockages can be 
treated with well-targeted Lofi tap massage. One can treat almost all acupuncture 
points and meridians in this way. It is particularly useful to use one’s own intuition 
so that one can find one’s own critical zones and nerve sensitive points. 
 
Lofi-Pressure 
This is done by pressing with the Lofi ball on general acupuncture points or on 
individual points and has a considerable in-depth effect similar to acupressure. 
 
Basically, what is meant is to apply Lofi back-pressure on the back in various body 
positions: eg. while leaning against a wall, one pushes the Lofi specifically against 
known sensitive points or intuitively senses where one feels tension in muscles or 
areas of pain. Then, one pushes with various pressures and durations against it. 
One can also alternate between static pressure and gentle circular motions. In this 
way all back zones can be treated with Lofi. 
 
Sensitive, nature-loving people may also choose to engage with trees for their 
backpressure treatment with or without Lofi. With gratitude we may experience the 
beneficial energy of the tree and find a deep connection with it. 
 
Another variation is to do this while lying down, whether in bed, on the floor or 
directly on Mother Earth, in deep conscious connection with her. 
 
Lofi-Pressure during long car journeys and flights is a source of relaxation 
and revitalization. 
 
Simply move Lofi around between the seat and your back. Keep it in place for some 
time where you feel it benefits you. 
 
Shake up with Lofi 
When we shake the whole body in a gentle or intense way and at the same time 
give it Lofi massage, we can indeed experience very far-reaching relaxing effects.  
 
Let us do this for some time by concentrating completely on what is happening and 
letting our consciousness go as deep as possible into the cells. Perhaps it is possible 
too that in this way we may reach spiritual levels as well. 
 
I have seen amazing results from my work with patients who have carried out this 
shake-exercise intensively and with regularity. Some report that in this way 
repressed or unconscious trauma was uncovered and released. A colleague spoke 
about deeply freeing shocks. 
 
Glands are stimulated 



My own subjective experience with this exercise: It's as if all my organs are shaken 
up and stimulated, particularly the glands. 
 
‘Sounding Lofi' 
During the tapping massage breathe consciously, exhale slowly and deeply while at 
the same time cycling through the vowel sounds, interspersing consonants such as 
‘mmm’, ‘www’, ‘fff’ and ‘sssss’ (like a snake) every so often. 
 
In a quiet relaxed way tap down the chest and back. Avoid standing in a stiff way, 
rather, move around as if you are dancing. 
 
Babbling and making funny sounds is also welcome. Keep a loose tongue and jaw. 
 
With loud shouts such as Kiaaii!!!, Dschaaa!!! and Ya, Yaa, Yaaa!!! we are able to 
rid ourselves of deeper residual air (air that tends not to be circulated under normal 
breathing conditions), which cleanses and revitalizes. These sound related Lofi-
exercises are good for everyone, but are especially helpful for singers and speakers. 
 
Rubbing refreshes and makes us see everything brighter 
A well-proven, intuitive and quick refreshing exercise is rubbing the ear lobes 
between thumb and index finger. We begin at the top and pull the ears up, and then 
we continue down to the earlobe by rubbing all the time and pulling downward - 
making ourselves ‘long ears’. 
 
After this we go around the eyes rubbing: start at the corner of the eye (at the base 
of the nose), then move gently around the lower edge of the eye, increasing the 
pressure at the outer angles, then increasing it further on the temple until the 
fingers meet at the root of the nose. Here as a final touch one can ‘rub free’ one’s 
‘third eye’.  
 
If you would like to continue you can now rub behind the ears and down the neck. 
At this point one may re-introduce the Lofi, or preferably two Lofi, and joyfully rub 
with them down the back. 
 
Tired and heavy legs 
Refreshing and lightening up exhausted legs, whether from standing for a long time, 
dancing or walking, has become (alongside with the Lofi back treatment) one of its 
main areas of application. 
 
Acid crystal deposits are loosened up and washed out of muscle and 
connective tissue via Lofi treatment. 
Through unnatural ways of living like with poor nutrition, environmental pollutants 
as well as psycho-spiritual imbalances, the human organism often gets over-
acidified. What the body can't remove is stored for the most part in connective and 
supportive tissues, as well as in muscles. The traditional kneading massage is in 
such cases not advisable because kneading of the deposited crystals may cause 
micro-injuries to the tissue. 
 



Lofi breaks down local tissue acidosis, especially in the feet, knees and hip joints. It 
also supports acidosis breakdown in the neck and shoulder areas, as well as the 
lumbar regions of the spine including the lower vertebrae and the Ileo-sacral joints.  
 
The gentle, springy Lofi tapping however loosens up the acid crystals, deposited in 
the tissue, and at the same time stimulates their removal via the lymph flow.  
 
The ’washing out’ with sufficient amounts of fluids is necessary, i.e., at least 1 ½ to 
2 Liters sipped throughout the day.  
 
Especially good are: De-acidifying, purifying, rheumatic tea mixtures or individual 
herbs such as nettle, horsetail and devil’s claw. Furthermore, water fasting can be 
considered. 
 
Lymph drainage with Lofi 
This clear fluid is separated in the capillaries of the vascular system. It seeps 
through all tissues of the body and on its way through them carries out various 
functions namely: Intercellular fluid exchanges, as well as secretions of: glands, 
mucous membranes and eyes. Furthermore the lymph supplies building blocks for 
tears, sweat, saliva, seminal fluids, brain and spinal cord fluids, as well as 
lubricating joints, nerves and tendon sheaths. 
 
The lymph comes from the blood and returns back to the blood after its long and 
important journey through the body.  
 
There are a lot of things that can hinder the lymph flow as far as causing a complete 
blockage. To put it simply: An optimal microcirculation of blood ensures a 
corresponding equal optimal flow of lymph. Lofi application, water, air and sun, the 
as well as dry brushing are the best stimulators for all the fluid systems in our 
bodies.  
 
Lofi in the practice 
Originally I developed Lofi as an instrument for treating oneself, however, over the 
years Lofi has become very popular in physiotherapy, rehabilitation and other 
natural healing practices. In a variety of medical centers, clinics, sanatoriums, 
"Wellness" hotels and fitness centers Lofi has proven its value both as a complete 
body treatment system as well as for the specific treatment of local ailments.  
 
Acute and chronic lumbago are increasingly being treated with two Lofis. This 
simultaneous ‘double treatment’ (also in the form of a complete body treatment) is 
perceived as especially pleasant and beneficial. 
 
The two-handed Lofi treatment also proves itself increasingly worthwhile as a 
complementary treatment to manual massages and other manual therapies. For 
example as preparatory treatment in chiropractic, osteopathy, lymph drainage, 
reflexology, acupressure, Shiatsu and Tibetan ball treatments. Its use is also highly 
recommended before or after ‘cupping’ therapy and pneumatic pulsation therapy.  
 



Lofi as an activating seminar accompaniment 
A communal Lofi session can be built into any seminar. At my medical weekend 
seminars we begin the day with Lofi self-treatment, often with appropriate 
background music. As soon as I encourage participants to tap it starts to get 
amusing. Obviously Lofi breaks down not only physical barriers, but also some 
mental/psychological ones as well. After the lunch break we start again with a short 
and light-hearted Lofi tonification. Sometimes I even encourage Lofi fencing. This 
is fun and reduces aggression. 
 
More and more seminar leaders are using Lofi for all their seminars in which 
participants spend most of their time sitting. A Lofi break is very refreshing, clears 
the mind and makes it receptive again for new information. 
 
Course leaders in the areas of movement and physical activity, e.g. gymnastics, 
dance, Yoga, aerobics, fitness, etc. have also had very good experiences with Lofi. 
 
 
Lofi – Benefit for Sports 
Lofi is very beneficial for exhausted muscles and the complete organism after any 
power, fitness training, or any sport activity that promotes physical exertion.  
 
The springy tap massage promotes the removal of increased levels of acids and 
metabolic waste products from the cells and connective tissues (Interstitium) that 
are caused by intensive muscle activity. Since tiredness is closely connected to the 
metabolic processes in the muscles, Lofi shortens this tiredness phase.  
 
Another aspect of tiredness is the so-called oxygen deficit, into which muscles enter 
at times of great exertion. During such times of high performance the muscles don't 
receive enough oxygen (anaerobic phase). Through the help of Lofi quicker oxygen 
replacement takes place. In addition muscle contractions often occur due to muscles 
being stimulated too quickly. Here too, Lofi shows its beneficial action, not only for 
humans but also for animals, especially horses. 
 
Through treating the reflex-zones in the back of the body with Lofi one can further 
strengthen individual organs. During all sports activities the liver organ surely 
appreciates receiving a Lofi tonification. This applies to before and after any 
exertion, as the body has to rid itself of a great deal of acids and waste products 
that are produced during such activity. 
 
Lofi makes horses wHinnY WITH pleasure 
We increasingly hear reports from horse lovers of how pleased they are about the 
treatment of their ‘darlings’. Above all, after they have been ridden, horses like to 
be dry-brushed and then given Lofi treatment. Horses find it especially beneficial in 
the saddle area and under the girth strap. Depending on the length of the ride taken 
and the actual weight of the rider, medium to strong microcirculation disturbances, 
called Ischemia occur in these areas. Lofi can quickly help relive such a situation.   
 

 



HORSES, COWS AND DOGS WITH ARTHROSIS 
Since 1978 it has been well known that people suffering from arthrosis find relief 
through daily Lofi tap massage.  However, it has only recently become known that 
this is equally valid for horses, cows and dogs.  
 
From the way things work it makes a lot of sense that Lofi achieves similar results 
in both animals and humans. However, we often tend to think first about people and 
then years later realize that animals may also benefit. Since 1999 reports have 
been increasingly coming to my attention as to the success of Lofi treatments for 
cows and horses as well of dogs and cats. 
 
As in the treatment of humans we begin the tap massage for animals at the furthest 
point from the trunk. For hoofed and clawed animals it is essential to begin the 
massage at the top edge of the hoof or claw.  
 
As a general rule the joints and their surrounding areas should be treated especially 
intensively, however, one must be more careful with the inside of the joints. The 
treatment of the inside of the joints should in no way be forgotten, as it stimulates 
among other things the production of joint lubrication (synovial fluid). After the 
extremities are completed, the shoulder blades, loins as well as the back should be 
massaged relatively strongly with Lofi. 
 
 
Lofi are available in our office. Please call to find out more. 
Single: $15, Double: $25 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
UNDERSTANDING HEALTH CHALLENGES AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO GROW  
 
 
Fully Alive 
Hasso Wittboldt-Mueller, Naturopath 
Integrative Therapies 
 
Office: (415) 456-0381 
Home Office: (415) 578-2045 
www.fully-alive.com 
hasso@fully-alive.com 
 
Comprehensive Naturopathic Services: 
* Nutritional Kinesiology 
* Applied Psycbo Neuro-Biology (APN) 
* Chi Nei Tsang (Applied Abdominal Chi Kung) 
* Clinical Herbology & Nutrition 
* Functional-Metabolic Testing 
* Therapeutic Grade Essential Oil Therapies 
* Workshops and Seminars on Self-Healing modalities 



 
 
 
 
 


